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Abstract

Smart detection and recognition of the driving environment are critical tasks in the
automobile industry, while understanding road signs is a complicated task. When the
traffic is heavy or the parking sign is unclear, drivers cannot finish street curbside park-
ing efficiently, which blocks traffic and makes it worse. Numerous object detection and
recognition techniques have been adopted to address this issue, but the study for auto-
matic street parking sign understanding, particularly street parking text recognition, is
relatively limited. This work bridges the gap between scene text recognition and a smart
street curbside parking system. Concretely, we propose a smart street parking sign text
recognition method that utilizes a large synthetic data and a small real parking sign text
data. We focus on providing a multi-candidates technique built upon one general text
recognition method and including parking sign specific text words in the candidates’ dic-
tionary. The former collects more text information and reduces potential errors, while the
latter increases specificity and performance for the parking sign text recognition task. We
compare the performance of leading text recognition engines with our proposed method
in a real parking sign text data set. We show significant improvements, demonstrating
the feasibility and superiority of our new proposal.

1 Introduction
The current technology for autonomous driving relies on detecting and analyzing road con-
ditions, including but not limited to adjacent cars, traffic lanes, traffic lights, and pedestrians.
However, the current road condition detection and recognition systems [3, 9] can only recog-
nize parking signs and their text in a too simplified way to be applicable in a real smart street
parking system. Specifically, they cannot precisely understand the parking sign, which can
result in parking tickets. For example, they cannot tell the specific time range that parking
is allowed that may come from missing the punctuation marks inside the parking sign or
misunderstanding the abbreviation. In other words, the existing methods seldom design the
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dataset or pipeline for precise text recognition of street parking signs. In addition, there are
significant differences and diversities in parking signs among regions [33]. Consequently,
it is important to develop a system for a precise understanding of parking signs in terms of
text, which will enhance autonomous driving technology especially for smart street parking.

Although some researchers have designed and created numerous algorithms and pipelines
for smart driving and parking tasks [19, 27, 44], they focused on traffic light detection or
parking in the parking lot. The most related existing work includes [17, 24], but they still
have a shortcoming in terms of recognition for marks, numbers, and abbreviations. Besides,
the accuracy of their models is not satisfying for a real smart street parking system that can
avoid parking tickets. Recently, numerous large models have been introduced. Notably, the
latest iteration, Generative Pre-trained Transformer 4 [34], purports to possess the capability
of comprehending both images and language simultaneously, although this functionality has
not yet been made available. Moreover, TrOCR [25] model exhibits commendable perfor-
mance in Optical Character Recognition (OCR), which can also be adopted for text recogni-
tion in images and will be evaluated in this work. Conversely, Segment Anything Model [20]
demonstrates remarkable proficiency in object segmentation, though lacking the capacity for
text recognition.

Therefore, to do a precise understanding of parking sign text, we propose a new text
recognition framework. Recently, CDistNet [54] has become the state-of-art scene text
recognition method in various tasks, since it integrates the recognition clues among visual,
semantic, and position spaces. However, it ignores the punctuation recognition that is criti-
cal for street parking signs, e.g., “Friday, Sunday” is very different from “Friday-Sunday”.
Therefore, we first extend CDistNet by adding the punctuation recognition feature, named E-
CDistNet. To further improve the text recognition performance, we have observed that street
parking signs have a very specific language based on parking-specific dictionary. Thereafter,
inspired by [32], we build a parking-specific dictionary that can be used to guide the text
recognition procedure for street parking signs. Compared to existing state-of-the-art scene
text recognition and OCR methods, our proposal demonstrates a significant improvement in
recognizing street parking sign text. The main contributions of this work can be summarized
as follows.

• We are the first who aim to do a precise understanding of street parking signs for
smart street parking in terms of text recognition, which is critical for avoiding parking
tickets.

• Without publicly available street parking sign text recognition data, we are the first
who collected and annotated a 9k dataset for street parking sign text recognition.

• We extend the state-of-art scene text recognition method, CDistNet [54], to handle
important punctuation marks in parking signs. Moreover, to do further precise under-
standing of parking text, we build a parking-specific dictionary that is used to guide
the text recognition procedure.

• Experiments on a real parking sign text recognition task show significant improvement
from our proposed method compared to existing state-of-the-art scene text recognition
and OCR methods.
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2 Related Work

2.1 Scene Text Recognition

Scene Text Recognition (STR) has developed for years. In the early days, researchers man-
ually constructed text features and characteristics by personal observations or mathematical-
statistical models. For example, Wang et al. [46] utilized histograms of oriented gradient
(HOG) features in multiple steps to analyze characters and Yao et al. [50] proposed a multi-
scale representation termed stroke lets that captures the essential substructures of characters
at different granularities. A more comprehensive survey regarding traditional STR methods
can be referred to [51]. Although traditional methods deal with specific scene texts, there are
common problems especially concerning accuracy and automation.

Recently, deep neural networks (DNNs) have been adopted extensively in STR, which
can be divided into two categories, that is, segmentation-based methods and segmentation-
free methods. The segmentation-based approaches aim to create a character segmentation
from the text image, identify each character separately, and gather them into one text line.
This strategy is a combination of character detection and character recognition, thus each
step affects the whole model performance. As an instance, Wang et al. [47] employed Ran-
dom Ferns for character detection and Pictorial Structures formulation for word detection
which takes the locations and scores of detected characters as input, while Mishra et al.
[31] exploited the spacial structures and higher-order language priors to improve recognition
capacity. Despite that these models and furthermore sophisticated lexicon-free methods per-
formed well for specific circumstances, there are two obvious limitations of segmentation-
based methods: 1) contextual information and character correlation information are ignored,
which are useful for inference; 2) it asks for high requirements of the character detection
model, which has become the prominent bottleneck.

Compared to the segmentation-based methods, the segmentation-free approaches regard
cropped word images as a whole and infer the target text from the image without character
segmentation. This enables the model to utilize semantic information. There are gener-
ally four steps for this approach: image preprocessing, feature extraction, sequence mod-
eling, and prediction. Image preprocessing aims to improve the image quality by multi-
ple techniques including background removal [4, 30], text image super-resolution (textSR)
[35, 48], and rectification represented by Spatial Transformer Network (STN) and Thin-
Plate-Spline(TPS) [1, 39] that could deal with irregular text and reduce the distortion. Then,
feature extraction has been greatly improved using DNNs like Convolution Neural Net-
works (CNN) [7, 16], ResNet [1, 6], and Recurrent Convolution Neural Networks (RCNNs)
[26, 45]. In sequence modeling, Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory(BiLSTM) has been
widely used for its potential to capture long-range dependencies despite large time and space
consumption [10, 23, 28], while CNNs are also adopted recently for efficiency [11, 36, 52].

Finally, the prediction stage attracts considerable attention and extends to various appli-
cable methods. Considering that CTC [12] functioned well in speech recognition, it was
thus introduced to STR [14, 40, 52]. Although CTC demonstrated thrilling performance and
stability in multiple models [10, 36, 41], the underlying sophistication and inadequate appli-
cability to 2-dimensional images restricted its capacity. Recently, attention-based methods
are gradually replacing the CTC and become the mainstream and evolve into various mod-
els [8, 21, 29, 49]. These models build an implicit language model and reduce complexity
significantly. Nonetheless, it requires larger training data and vocabulary to construct lan-
guage model and is incapable of solving the attention drift problem. For the purpose of
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utilizing the spacial information and overcoming the attention drift problem, many methods
are proposed, e.g., localization supervision [7], TextScanner [43], RobustScanner [53], and
CDistNet [54]. Among them, CDistNet [54] achieved unprecedented performance in numer-
ous tasks. Nonetheless, as with other STR models, CDistNet dismisses punctuation marks
directly that matters a lot in street parking sign text recognition task, e.g., “Friday, Sunday”
vs. “Friday-Sunday”.

2.2 Street Parking Sign Text Recognition
Although there are many applications of text recognition, from early straightforward docu-
mentary text recognition to multiple modern types of scene text recognition on billboards and
storefronts, few studies specifically focused on recognizing the text on street parking signs.
Irshad [15] introduced a novel framework for parking sign recognition but failed to process
compound signs, which limits the applicability. Later, Jiang [17] proposed a parking sign
model that included text recognition, sign detection, and sign understanding and Li [24] used
a similar text recognition technique (i.e., CRNN [38]) and concentrated on generating rules
from the recognized text. Nevertheless, both of them only utilized the semantic clues of text
images and thus could not achieve the accuracy of CDistNet [54] which explored multiple
clues. Recently, Faraji et al. [9] achieved outstanding performance in parking sign detection
and classification tasks while unable to recognize sign text in detail, for example, the time
duration or days permitted. In this work, we aim to do precise understanding of street park-
ing sign text by integrating the special vocabulary of street parking signs into CDistNet but
also capturing important punctuations that were ignored in CDistNet. It should be noted that
our work is built upon the advanced parking sign detection methods in [5, 18] that lacks the
parking sign text recognition component.

3 Methodology
As mentioned, in a real smart street parking system, it is critical to precisely understand a
street parking sign. Otherwise, even recognizing one character wrong can result in parking
tickets. Therefore, in this work, we aim to improve the recognition performance in terms
of all characters appearing in the street parking sign. CDistNet [54] has demonstrated state-
of-the-art scene text recognition performance in various tasks; however, it lacks the ability
to handle characters other than numbers and alphabets. Therefore, we propose an improved
framework specifically for street parking sign text recognition based on CDistNet.

3.1 An extension on CDistNet
CDistNet is a Transformer-based encoder-decoder framework with three branches in the
encoding step: visual branch, positional branch, and semantic branch. Given a text image
IW×H
i with width W and height H as shown in Fig. 1, the visual branch makes use of TPS [39]

to reduce the distortion. Then, a ResNet-50 and Transformer unit are employed to extract
features. The process could be summarized as

Fi = T2(R(T1(IW×H
i ))) ∈ RP×E

where T1, R, and T2 are TPS, ResNet-50, and Transformer, respectively. P is the length of
reshaped visual features and E denotes channels of visual features.
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Figure 1: The proposed street parking sign text recognition pipeline.

The positional and semantic branches encode the labels of images, e.g., “7AM-7PM” as
shown in Fig. 1. A superior semantic method as in [37] and an outstanding positional method
used in [42] are applied to capture the positional and semantic information. The two outputs
are respectively:

F pos
i , Fsem

i ∈ RT×E

where T denotes the number of characters. It should be noted that in the reference stage, T is
unknown ahead of time. We can initialize it as 1 and generate the first token as F pos

i0 , Fsem
i0 ∈

R1×E . Then, they are used to produce second token and the process repeats until the last
token is processed.

In the decoding part, CDistNet [54] designed a module called Multi-Domain Character
Distance Perception (MDCDP) that is used three times to improve the ability to extract in-
put features. Specifically, the three feature branches extracted in the previous stage are fed
into the first MDCDP. Subsequently, the output of the first MDCDP along with visual and
positional branches is received as input in the second layer of MDCDP, then the same op-
eration is executed by the third layer. At last, a linear classifier is employed to infer each
decoded character as ypred shown in Fig. 1. However, it should be noted that ‘-’ is ignored
by the original CDistNet method, which is very important for street parking sign under-
standing. Therefore, to address the limitation of the original CDistNet model that fails to
handle punctuation marks, we introduce a punctuation recognition feature into the model.
This enhancement allows for recognition of punctuation marks within the parking sign text,
named Edited CDistNet (E-CDistNet). Specifically, the ground-truth label for the image in
Fig. 1 is “7AM7PM” in CDistNet and it becomes “7AM-7PM” in E-CDistNet, in which the
recognition of “-” is also considered as shown in Fig. 1.
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3.2 Dictionary-guided E-CDistNet
However, the above simple extension by adding only the punctuation recognition may not
be sufficient to do a precise understanding of the street parking sign text. Fortunately, we
observe that although we have a lot of varieties in street parking signs in different cities
across the country, we have very specific parking sign languages compared to general natural
languages. Therefore, a finite parking-specific word dictionary can be built. Concretely, the
dictionary contains special words especially used in street parking text. For instance, in
the dictionary, we build the abbreviation of days and times including “Mon”, “Fri”, and
“AM”, the words containing punctuation marks including “8:00AM”, and even the complex
time duration like “7AM-3PM”. Then, we use this dictionary to guide the training to further
improve the recognition performance for street parking sign text recognition as follows.

3.2.1 Candidate Generation

Given the E-CDistNet prediction ypred , we can generate a list of candidate words, e.g.,
y1,y2, ...,yk. These words have the smallest distance regarding ypred in our parking-specific
dictionary. To determine the words with the smallest distance, we utilize the Levenshtein
distance [22] that measures the difference between two sequences by the minimum number
of single-character edits (insertions, deletions or substitutions) required to change one word
into the other. k is set to 10 as suggested by our experiments in Sec. 4.3. It should be noted
that we use ‘###’ to fill candidates if less than k candidates are within three characters dis-
tance away from ypred . Here, We choose three in accordance with the precedent set by the
previous paper[32]. It aims to maximize our pool of potential options to enhance accuracy,
and simultaneously to minimize the degree of mismatch.

3.2.2 Updated Training Loss

Thereafter, during the training, we consider two components, where the first is the traditional
text recognition empirical loss comparing the prediction to the ground truth, while the sec-
ond compares the prediction’s candidate list to the ground truth. The second aims to give
feedback to the training process on how bad the current prediction is from the perspective of
the closest candidates in the dictionary.

Concretely, the first loss is the negative log likelihood of the ground truth y in terms of
recognition, formally as

ℓ(y,v) =−
len(y)

∑
j=1

logP[y j, j]

where the feature v is the output from the third MDCDP layer as shown in Fig. 1. We gen-
erate a probability matrix denoted as P through the utilization of a recurrent neural network
with attention mechanisms [2], which is of size s×m, where m represents the maximum
length of all y, and s corresponds to the size of the character dictionary, encompassing both
special symbols and characters. y j denotes the j-th character of y. Therefore, given the ex-
tracted feature v, if the probability of the ground truth character is high for each position, the
loss is low.

The second loss is based on the KL-divergence between the compatibility scores and
distances as

KL(D||L) =−
k

∑
i=1

Di log(Li)
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where k denotes the number of candidates, Di and Li are the softmax value of d(yi,y)
(i.e., Levenshtein edit distance) and ℓ(yi,v) (i.e., the negative log likelihood). Specifically,
Li is exp(−ℓ(yi,v))/∑

k
j=1 exp

(
−ℓ(yj,v)

)
, and Di is exp(−d(yi,y))/∑

k
j=1 exp

(
−d(yj,y)

)
.

Thereafter, the comprehensive loss for each text recognition image can be represented as

ℓ(y,v)+λKL(D||L)

where the λ is a trade-off parameter and is set to 1 in this work. Fig. 1 summarizes the
overall procedure of our proposed method to enhance the text recognition performance for
street parking signs.

4 Experiment

To evaluate the proposed method, we conducted experiments on a desktop PC with an In-
tel(R) Core(TM) i9-9820X CPU, 128GB of RAM, and four GeForce RTX-2080 graphics
cards with 11GB of memory. To demonstrate our proposal, we compare it with four state-of-
the-art text recognition baselines as follows. These models are carefully selected based on
their relevance and demonstrated performance in the field of text recognition.

• CRNN [38]: an established deep neural network that has demonstrated competitive-
ness in recognizing sequence-like images, making it a suitable candidate for our task.

• CDistNet [54]: a recently proposed state-of-the-art architecture specifically designed
for text recognition tasks. It incorporates multiple branches for information extraction,
which enhances its overall performance.

• E-CDistNet: an edited model based on CDistNet [54] as a variant baseline to address
the limitation related to the capability to handle punctuation marks.

• TrOCR [25]: a recently proposed state-of-the-art OCR method that has gained recog-
nition as an exceptional model for text recognition.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly available street parking sign text recog-
nition data. Therefore, we manually collected and annotated our own parking text dataset.
We firstly collected about 4k street view images containing street parking signs from various
cities in the US (including but not limited to New York, Connecticut, Boulder, Seattle, and
San Francisco), of which 2k are street-level images taken by hand, while the rest of them are
street-level video frames from dash cameras. After that, we adopted the parking sign detec-
tion and symbol detection methods in [5, 18] to crop word images out of each street-level
image, resulting in parking text images as shown in Fig. 2. In total, our street parking text
data consists of approximately 9k parking text images. The images in our dataset reflect the
complexities and variations encountered in parking environments, such as different lighting
conditions, text sizes, orientations, and backgrounds. Considering that 9k images can be
insufficient to provide good text recognition performance, we also added the SynthText [13]
data during the training. SynthText is a synthetically generated dataset that incorporates
word instances into natural scene images as shown in Fig. 3, which comprises approximately
7 million synthetic word instances, with about 20% of them containing punctuation marks.
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Figure 2: Street Parking Text Figure 3: SynthText

4.1 Evaluation Setup

For each compared text recognition method, we use 80% of the parking text data and the
whole SynthText for training, and the remaining 20% of the parking text data for test. How-
ever, the pre-trained TrOCR [25], which was trained on 684 million text lines, is directly
used to test 20% of the parking text test data for comparison without fine-tuning, as authors
of TrOCR used 8 V100 GPUs for fine-tuning, a resource beyond our capacity. A tradi-
tional evaluation metric for text recognition is the recognition accuracy in the word level.
For example, if we can recognize all characters in “7AM-7PM” correctly, this is a correct
recognition. Otherwise, at least one character including ‘-’ is not recognized, this is a wrong
recognition.

However, in a real smart street parking system, some minor mistakes can be easily cor-
rected during a post-processing stage. Therefore, in this work, we also separate the recogni-
tion errors into two categories, that is, repairable errors and irreparable errors. The repairable
errors are words that could be corrected to standard parking language in the post-processing
step. For instance, recognizing “7;00” as “7:00” is a repairable error because there is only
one punctuation difference that can be fixed in the post-processing. However, misidentifying
“ALL” as “AT” is irreparable due to the non-negligible gap. We believe it is crucial to dif-
ferentiate between these two aspects in order to highlight the specific improvements made.
This results in two new evaluation metrics, that is, repairable error rate and irreparable error
rate. Then, the overall error rate as the traditional method is their summation. It should be
noted that during the evaluation, we pass each mis-recognized result to our post-processing
step. If the output from the post-processing stage is correct, it is treated as a repairable error.
Moreover, to evaluate their combined effects on the overall smart street parking system, we
implement a new error rate named Comprehensive Error Rate (CER). Considering that the
repairable ER will not affect the final output but may consume time and computation, we
decide to shrink its weight, instead of directly removing it. Concretely, based on the error
distribution and its effect on subsequent steps, we maintain the irreparable error rate and re-
duce the repairable error rate to one-third of its previous level by assigning different weights
to each type of error as

CER =
1
3

ERrepariable +ERirreparble.

4.2 Performance Comparison

Table 1 summarizes the results, in which the best performance for each evaluation metric is
in bold. First, it can be observed that the original CDistNet model, due to its inability to han-
dle punctuation, yields the highest error rate among the evaluated models, while the CRNN
model, which was used in [17, 24] and has the capability in punctuation, still exhibits poor
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Table 1: Parking Sign Text Recognition Performance Comparison (ER: Error Rate).

Model CRNN CDistNet E-CDistNet TrOCR Our Model
ER (%) 13.3 16.7 10.0 7.4 4.3
Repairable ER (%) 4.8 5.3 3.7 5.4 3.2
Irreparable ER (%) 8.5 11.4 6.3 2.0 1.1
CER (%) 10.1 13.2 7.5 3.8 2.2

performance. Second, through our modifications to the punctuation recognition function, the
edited CDistNet model shows significant improvement and surpasses the CRNN model in
terms of performance, which confirms the state-of-the-art performance of CDistNet in terms
of text recognition using multiple clues. Additionally, the TrOCR model, despite not being
specifically designed for this task, exhibits remarkable performance during the evaluation
on our parking text test data. More importantly, our model, which builds a parking-specific
dictionary as an additional text recognition guidance, demonstrates significantly better per-
formance across all metrics. It improved a lot in Irreparable ER, while the improvement
in Repairable ER is limited, mainly due to minor punctuation recognition problems such
as “;” and “:”, or missing “.”. Fortunately, these repairable ones can be corrected in the
post-processing step.

Table 2: Recognition Examples.

Images
CRNN STOPPING 700AM 9AM-4PM 7AM;8:3OPM SAT-SUN:HOL

CDistNet STOPPING 700AM 9AM4PM 7AN830PM SATSUNHOL
E-CDistNet STOPPING 7:00AM 9AM-4PM 7AN-8:30PM SAT-SUN.-HOL

TrOCR STOPPING 7:00AM 9AM-4PM 7AM-8:30PM SAT-SUN.-HOL
Our Model STOPPING 7:00AM 9AM-4PM 7AM-8:30PM SAT.-SUN.-HOL.

In Table 2, we present five examples to showcase the recognized results of the five eval-
uated models. The CRNN model exhibits accurate recognition for simple, single-word im-
ages, demonstrating its fundamental capability in scene text recognition. However, when
faced with images containing punctuation or complex multi-word instances, the model strug-
gles to perform well. For instance in image “7AM-8:30PM”, the CRNN model recognizes
‘-’ as ‘;’ and ‘0’ as ‘O’, highlighting its limitations in handling more complex instances. The
original CDistNet model encounters difficulties in dealing with punctuation. As a result, it
only outputs the alphabet, while dismissing all punctuation marks present in the text, with a
reduced level of mis-recognition on alphabets, e.g., only ‘M’ as ‘N’. The Edited CDistNet
(E-CDistNet) model, on the other hand, addresses this issue by modifying the punctuation
recognition function. Although it improves punctuation recognition, it still exhibits limi-
tations in accuracy, resulting in some missing punctuation in the last two sample images.
In comparison to the previous models, the TrOCR model demonstrates exceptional perfor-
mance across all sample images. It excels in recognizing one-word images (sample image
1), images containing punctuation (sample image 2), and images displaying time durations
(sample images 3 and 4). However, when faced with a combination of date abbreviations
and punctuation, the TrOCR model may still miss some punctuation marks.

Our proposed model, which builds upon E-CDistNet but adds the guidance of a parking-
specific dictionary, exhibits the best performance across all the sample images presented in
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Table 2. It addresses the challenges posed by different scenarios and demonstrates superior
recognition accuracy. It is important to point out that these five images were specifically
chosen to highlight the most challenging problems encountered by the models and facilitate
a comprehensive comparison of their performance. By selecting samples that showcase the
most severe issues faced by the models, we can gain a deeper understanding of their limita-
tions and strengths. However, it is essential to consider that these specific scenarios may not
represent the entirety of the models’ performance in real-world applications.

4.3 Ablation Study
To show the effect of the number of candidates to consider, we change k in {3,5,8,10,15}
and show the results in Table 3. This result is consistent with our expectation that too small k
cannot provide sufficient candidates to guide, while too large k combined with the constraint
of smaller than 3 distance will not change the candidates. Therefore, we set k = 10.

Table 3: Effect of k.

k 3 5 8 10 15
ER(%) 7.8 4.9 4.5 4.3 4.3

Repairable ER(%) 4.9 3.6 3.4 3.2 3.2
Irreparable ER(%) 2.9 1.3 1.1 1.1 1.1

CER 4.5 2.5 2.2 2.2 2.2

5 Conclusion
To do precise street parking sign understanding in terms of text, we propose a new text
recognition framework based on an existing state-of-the-art scene text recognition model
(CDistNet). First, punctuation marks are critical to understanding parking sign text correctly
without leading to parking tickets, which is ignored in CDistNet, so we extend CDistNet by
adding the punctuation recognition feature. Moreover, based on the observation that street
parking signs have very specific languages compared to the general languages, we are able to
build a parking-specific dictionary that can be used to guide the text recognition procedure to
further improve performance. Our proposed method shows significantly better performance
in street parking sign text recognition compared to existing state-of-the-art text recognition
methods and OCR techniques using various metrics considering a real smart street parking
system. However, because of the limited number of parking text images that we were able
to collect, our model is not flawless and cannot guarantee the same level of performance
in environments that involve unusual or more complicated street parking, which will be our
future work. For example, the remaining irreparable errors are mainly due to external factors
(e.g., lightning and angle), we can improve by doing specific data augmentation or collecting
more such conditioned data in the future.
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